The Department of Rubber and Plastics Technology of MIT Campus, Anna University proposes to conduct a 4 day programme on Physics and Chemistry of Rubbers in II(14th to 17th) or III week(21st to 24th) of December 2016 at MIT.

The programme will give a sound awareness about the science of rubbers. The participants will be introduced to Polymer preparation, various polymerization types and techniques, polymer properties, structure-property relationships in rubbers, rubber compounding ingredients and principles. The programme will also be useful for persons who wish to appear in Diploma of Indian Rubber Institute (DIRI) and PGDIRI examinations(for paper I and III).

Qualifications for participants: a pass in Diploma in Polymer Technology/Chemical Technology/Mechanical Engineering), BE(Mechanical or Production or Chemical), B.Sc(Chemistry or Physics major). Some familiarity about Polymeric Materials is desirable.

Fees: Rs 5000/ per candidate

Timings: 9.00 to 16.00 hrs for 4 days

Nature of instruction: Theory only

For further details, contact: Dr V.Subrahmanian, Prof., Department of Rubber and Plastics Technology, MIT Campus, Anna University, Chromepet, Chennai 600044

Phone: 9444489497/22516329

Email: vsubbu@mitindia.edu